Women's varsity crew beats BU in Smith Cup

By Diana ben-Aaron
The MIT women's varsity crew defeated Boston University to win the Smith Cup Sunday for the first time since 1980. Boston University had held the cup for the last three years, according to MIT coach Mygrey Earle.

The eight-woman crew skimmed down the 1500-meter course in 4:55.9, followed closely by BU at 4:57.5. Northeastern University brought up the rear at 5:25.

Linda E. Mar '83 coxed the winning boat, with Elizabeth Bradley G at stroke. Other rowers were Ruth M. Fricker '85, Jocelyn P. Peterson '84, Linda E. Mori '83, Linda S. Simon '84, Maureen A. Sybert '83, Hedge-marie Stiffaysby '84, and Jeanie M. Paterson '84.

The coach of the US women's Olympic team, Robert Ernst, invited Bradley to participate in the Olympic team trials as a result of her performance in the race, said Earle. Ernst was one of the starters for the race.

"The best of the Olympic hopefuls have been training together for four years, so this is something really out of the ordinary," Earle observed. The trials will be held at Princeton the week of May 14.

This season is an unusual one for the other rowers as well, Earle noted. "Before this season, we lost every race for three years, but this year we have a 6-4 record so far," she said.

Earle observed. The trials will be held at Princeton the week of May 14.
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